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Yes! Tiles Are Almost Out of Date. What Rules is Epoxy Flooring..

Decorative flooring is not just all about pictures, artistic designs that basically

changes the idea of what flooring looks like but it’s both a surface with the

whole image endowed with shades and textures. Long-lasting and strong

coatings on which we walk in our various rooms should be made beautiful,

creative, lovely, emotional and unique with the help of our Epoxy flooring

system.

Epoxy flooring is suitable for any room. 3D epoxy flooring is installed not only
in institutions, hotels, halls etc. It is also good for small sized apartments
including villas. What determines the pattern of 3D best suited for a particular
is the purpose of the room in relation with the design on the 3D decorative
Sticker. For instance: Hotel room designs are different from schools,
hospitals, offices etc. Meanwhile, Toilet designs should be quite different from
kitchen and bedrooms’. Its purpose specificity is necessary to satisfy your
emotions.

 

Are You in Need of Epoxy Installations in Nigeria? 
Don’t miss out Epochem Epoxy Installa�ons from Epoxy Oilserv Nigeria
We brighten your emotion with decorative, strong, attractive but long-

lasting epoxy coatings which you can easily take care of at your own safety

with little or no budge. 

Josephine Uba <ubajosephine2@gmail.com>
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So What Exactly Interests You?

Epoxy Floors?

Epoxy Walls?

Epoxy Table Tops?

All of The Above?

 
 

Kind Regards 

Uba, Ebere Josephine 

Brand Executive 

+2348169831245 

ebere.uba@epoxyoil.com
Epoxy Oilserv Limited
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Yes! Tiles Are Almost Out of Date. What Rules is Epoxy Flooring..

Decorative flooring is not just all about pictures, artistic designs that basically

changes the idea of what flooring looks like but it’s both a surface with the

whole image endowed with shades and textures. Long-lasting and strong

coatings on which we walk in our various rooms should be made beautiful,

creative, lovely, emotional and unique with the help of our Epoxy flooring

system.

Epoxy flooring is suitable for any room. 3D epoxy flooring is installed not only
in institutions, hotels, halls etc. It is also good for small sized apartments
including villas. What determines the pattern of 3D best suited for a particular
room is the purpose of the room in relation with the design on the 3D
decorative Sticker. For instance: Hotel room designs are different from
schools, hospitals, offices etc. Meanwhile, Toilet designs should be quite
different from kitchen and bedrooms’. Its purpose specificity is necessary to
satisfy your emotions.

 

Are You in Need of Epoxy Installations in Nigeria? 
Don’t miss out Epochem Epoxy Installa�ons from Epoxy Oilserv Nigeria
We brighten your emotion with decorative, strong, attractive but long-

lasting epoxy coatings which you can easily take care of at your own safety
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with little or no budget.
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